IMPROVING OF OPERATING ABILITY OF WHEELS AND RAIL TRACKS

Summary. The high cost of wheels and rails due to wear and rolling contact fatigue is one of the main problems in the railway transport. The values of creepage, sliding distance and wear rate of wheels and rails at rolling of a wheel on the rail greatly depend on geometric characteristics of working profiles of wheels and rails and location of wheels relative to rails. In the present work the functional requirements of various parts of profiles of wheels and rails and dominating kinds of their damage in various operating conditions are considered and a new profile of a wheel and device for fastening of rails are offered.

1. INTRODUCTION

At interaction of wheels and rails the following main demands should be satisfied:

- Avoid a rise of a wheel on the rail and derailment;
- Decrease energy losses on friction and damage rate of wheels and rails;
- Decrease the environment contamination by vibrations and noise.

But until recently, despite a considerable quantity of works, devoted to investigations of dependences between wheel/rail forces and their durability, as well as rail cant and wheel profiles [1-5], expected decisions are not received yet. The energy loss due to friction of a wheel on a rail can reach about 24% of full energy consumption on the traction [6], which is basically consumed on the overcoming of friction forces between wheels and rails especially in curves. Besides, power and thermal loads on the contact zone are very high which causes high rate of the wheels and rails damage. For example, the contact stress at initial point contact of wheels and rails (or at initial linear contact of wheel profile; rail fastening; rolling; sliding; wear
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worn-out wheels and rails) can reach 3 GPa (theoretically, without plastic stress) and the contact area - 1 square centimeter, the average temperature on the tread surfaces - 4000°C, on the flange - 8000°C [7] and on the brake shoe - melting temperature of metal. The ways of reduction of these loads are shown in the work.

2. PECULIARITIES OF MOVEMENT AND LOADING OF A WHEEL ON THE RAIL

In the straight a wheel-set performs a zigzag movement close to the sinusoid, which is accompanied by creeping. In curves the inner wheel passes the shorter distance, which causes deviation of the wheel set axis from radial disposition (Fig. 1). It leads to increase of the angle of attack, lateral force and rolling resistance of outer wheel of the front wheel-set of a bogie. In such conditions, to return the wheel-set into initial position it is necessary that one of the wheel of the wheel-set slide on the rail in the longitudinal direction. The intermittent slipping of one of the wheel of the wheel-set can produce the torsional vibrations of the wheel-set and the longitudinal vibrations of the unsprung masses of the vehicle and the respective wear of wheels and rails, like to corrugation. In this case, rutting corrugation can appear if the frequency of a torsional resonance of the wheel set corresponds to the frequency of the bouncing of the unsprung masses of the vehicle.

The tread surface of the wheel is conical and is gradually passing into flange surface through flange root. Therefore the differences between diameters of interacting surfaces inside of the contact zone, relative slidings, contact stresses, deformations and temperatures towards the flange are growing. For the heavy loaded surfaces the friction forces depend on the size of contact zone. In operation they will be increased because of wear and for worn profiles of wheels and rails they will be considerably greater. Increase of the friction force on the flange surface and decrease of the angle of inclination of the flange will promote the wheels to climb onto the top of the rail head and then derail. The movement of the wheel-set in the curves is performed by advancing of its inner wheel causing periodical torsion deformations of the wheel-set shaft and by its further backward sliding. In this case various kinds of damage of surfaces can appear: corrugation because of plastic deformations and adhesive wear, fatigue and etc. It can also produce the longitudinal vibrations of unsprung masses of the bogie. In the Fig. 2 is shown the movement of a wheel-set on the track in the curve and a corrugated inner rail.

In the Fig. 3 is shown a schematic view of various radii inside of the contact zone, desired values of friction coefficients of the contact zone and the thermal loading.

As shown from Fig. 3 the power and the thermal loading of tread surfaces are relatively low. At working of wheels in regimes of traction and braking, at lateral movement, at rotation around vertical axis and at skidding, a value of the sliding velocity and sliding distance will grow and they present main reasons of destruction of the third body. The flange root and gauge face have considerably high level of creeping, contact stress and temperatures and the partial or full sliding (creeping) in the contact zone is unavoidable. They can lead to growth of the friction factor, shearing stress and corresponding type of under-superficial or superficial deformations and damage. In all cases, for improvement of working conditions, controlling of friction factor (decreasing of the friction factor on
the flange surfaces of both wheels and on the tread surface of the inner wheel for facilitation a backward sliding of the wheel-set into radial position and retention of the friction factor of necessary value for the tread surface of the outer rail) in the curves is necessary.
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Fig. 2. Movement of a wheel-set on the track in the curve and a corrugated inner rail [8]
Рис. 2. Движение колёсной пары на кривом участке и повреждённый наружный рельс [8]
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of various radii inside of the contact zone on the wheel flange [9] (a), “ideal” values of friction coefficients [10, 11] and the thermal loading, stress distribution and sliding velocities of profiles (b)

Not only for two point contact or conformal contact but for one point contact, interacting points will be located on various diameters in the contact zone. Therefore the increased relative sliding in all cases can become a reason for raised thermal loading, shearing stresses, destruction of the third body, adhesive wear process and scuffing. Even more, inadequate friction can result in disasters and high friction on the wheel flange - rail gauge contact can cause wheel climb on the rail head and derailment [12, 13]. Due to immediate vicinity of tread, flange root and flange surfaces the friction modifiers for tread and flange surfaces can be mixed and their characteristics can change.

A significant part of the energy consumed in rail transport is due to wheel/rail friction. For heavy loaded interacting bodies at partial or total absence of the third body the moving resistance of interacting surfaces additionally depends on adhesive strength of actual contact areas and its increase can lead to rising of the adhesive component of friction. The friction force \( F_f \) between two macroscopic bodies is also the function of the actual area of microscopic contact \( A_{micro} \), \( F_f = \psi(\Sigma \tau A_{asp}) \) [14], where \( \tau \) is effective shearing strength of the contacting bodies.
The load on the outer rail in the curve mainly depends on the friction force (where two-point or conformal contact takes place that increases actual contact area), angle of attack and centrifugal force. This causes sharp rise of the wear rate (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The typical rail profile changes that arises because of common wheel and rail contact conditions in the curves [15]

The existent profiles of wheels and rails can be divided into the tread surfaces (which take place in “free” rolling, traction and braking), steering surfaces (flange and side of rail head, which takes place in steering mainly in the curves and protecting the wheel-set from derailment). The flange root and the rail corner can take place in “free” rolling, traction, braking and steering. But traction (braking), “free” rolling and steering demand mutually excluding properties: the raised size of friction factor at traction and braking and the lowered size of the friction factor at steering. And the “ideal” values of friction coefficient ($\mu < 0.1$) in the contact zone of the flange root and the rail corner is desirable for steering only. Therefore the tread and the steering surfaces must be well separated and have corresponding properties and modifiers. At movement of the interacting point of the wheel and rail from tread surface towards flange the relative velocity, sliding distance, the scuffing probability, vibrations, noise and wear rate are increased. It should be noted, that decrease of distance between rails from 1524 to 1520 mm in the former Soviet Union lead to rise of probability of interaction of the flange root and rail corner, which is one of the main reasons of rise of the wear rate. Besides, gradual transition of tread surface into flange root and next into the flange promotes mixing of friction modifiers for tread and flange surfaces. It should be noted that similar problems there are also in the railways of other countries [16].

The processes accompanying the interaction of profiles especially at increase of creeping (at increase of the traction force or at shifting of interacting places towards flange) conduce increase of the probability of destruction of the third body and interacting surfaces too. Therefore the preservation of the third body between interacting surfaces has a crucial importance. But the slipping of wheels causes rise of thermal and power loads in the contact of superficial layers, generating vibrations, typical noise and the most dangerous type of wear - scuffing.

3. IMPROVEMENT OF THE WHEEL PROFILE

Due to immediate vicinity of tread, flange root and flange surfaces in order to avoid change of tribotechnical characteristics of interacting surfaces of the tread and flange, it is necessary to avoid mixing of friction modifiers for tread and flange surfaces during working process. The worn-out surfaces of the flange root and the rail corner promote growing the angle of inclination of interacting
surfaces and contact zone till conformal contact which together with growth of friction factor is especially undesirable for rolling resistance of wheels, wheel climb on the rail head and derailment.

Different parts of the wheel working profile have different relative sliding velocities that can lead to different kinds of damage and different damage rate. Therefore, because of high defectiveness of surface and under surface layers, presence of stress concentrators etc., at high normal and low shearing stresses, the durability of materials is defined by subsurface stresses and at high shearing stresses - by surface stresses. Because of high deficiency of superficial and under blankets, presence of pressure concentrators etc., at high normal and low tangents pressure, the durability of materials is defined by fatigue durability under blankets and at high tangents pressure by superficial damages. Since the contact of the wheel flange root and rail corner is characterized by high normal and tangential loads, it is expected on the surfaces both: the superficial and the under-superficial damages.

The processes accompanying the interaction of profiles especially at increasing of creeping (at increasing of traction force or at shifting of interacting places towards flange) conduce to increase of destruction probability of the third body and interacting surfaces too. Therefore the preservation of third body between interacting surfaces has crucial importance. But the slipping of wheels causes rise of thermal and power loads in the contact of superficial layers, generating vibrations, typical noise and the most dangerous type of wear-scuffing. The wheel profile is given in Fig. 6 (a). The flange root (R13.5 (15)) and the rail corner often interact with each other, especially in curves which occur at “free” rolling, traction, braking and steering. The gradual and direct transition of tread surface into flange root and next into the flange can promote mixing of friction modifiers for tread and flange surfaces. For separation of tread and flange surfaces, avoiding interaction of the flange root and the rail corner and decreasing the probability of mixing of friction modifiers a recess in the place of transition of tread surface in flange root (R13.5 (15)) is suggested (Fig. 6 (b)). In addition, this will redistribute power load acting on the flange root on the tread surface and flange. In the Fig. 6 (c) and (d) is also shown geometry of mutual disposition of the wheel and rail for existent and suggested profiles.

Fig. 5. Fragments of the existent (a) and suggested (b) wheel profiles and geometry of mutual disposition of the wheel and rail for existent (c) and suggested (d) profiles

Practice has shown satisfactory working capacity of various rail fastenings for straights and curves with radius of more than 500 m [12]. The problem consists in working out of a rail fastening which will be capable of damping the lateral fluctuations and maintain a constant rail cant for different curves. But the dumping is carried out by deflection of the rail in the external direction (Fig. 1), promoting displacement of the contact point on the flange downwards which increases the distance between heads of the rails, difference of diameters of interacting surfaces, the sliding distance and causes other undesirable phenomena. Track design has a significant effect on both dynamical features and durability of the rolling stock and the track. High lateral stiffness is often incompatible with
requirements of dumping of rail vibration level and not always meet dynamic requirement and low lateral stiffness gives raised rail cant variation and needs limitation in the range of rail cant variation. Therefore, the fasteners that provide adequate stiffness to guarantee dynamic requirements and limitation in the range of rail cant variation are desirable.

![Fig. 6. Variation in rail cant](image)

To maintain a constant rail cant and ensure damping of lateral fluctuations and constant distance between heads of the rails, a new design of fastening of the rail was developed (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 7. Device for rail fastening](image)

The rail fastening device consists of the rail 1, sleeper 2, base plates 3, 4 and the compression spring 5. The base plate consists of the movable 3 and immobile 4 parts connected with each other by sliding kinematic pair. The rail 1 is fastened on the movable part 3 with optimal angle of inclination $\alpha$ and the immobile part 4 is fastened on the sleeper 2. An elastic element – compression spring 5 is placed between movable 3 and immobile 4 parts with possibility of preliminary compression by screw pair 6. A connecting rod 8 is connected to left and right movable parts 3 by screw pairs 7, with its two ends on which are made screws 7 of opposite directions. The developed construction ensures constant rail cant and distance between rail heads and also greater lateral displacement of both rails that improves damping quality.

5. CONCLUSIONS

- Properties, working conditions and functions of tread and steering surfaces are different; therefore, use of the flange root and rail corner as a steering surface as well as a tread surface is inadmissible;
- The tread and steering surfaces must be sharply separated from each other to avoid mixing of their friction modifiers;
- A new profile of the wheel is developed where tread and steering surfaces are separated by the special recess;
- A new construction for the rail fastening ensuring a constant value of the rail cant and distance between rail heads is developed.
Improving of operating ability of wheels and rail tracks
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